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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  Sn[BPO4]0.4 composite  material  is composed  of three  main  constituents:  the  electrochemically  active
Sn0 species,  the  BPO4 buffer  matrix,  and  an  interfacial  amorphous  SnII borophosphate  phase  which  acts
as a link  between  the  other  two,  improving  the cohesion  of  the  whole  composite.  In  this  paper,  we report
an  investigation  of  the  effect  of  the  reaction  time  on  structure  and  size  of  this  interfacial  layer  formed
between  the  Sn0 and  the  BPO4 particles. 119Sn Mössbauer  spectroscopy  shows  an  increase  in the amount  of
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the  oxidized  SnII species  with  the  increase  of  the  reaction  time  following  a quasi-kinetic  profile.  Operando
Mössbauer  spectroscopy  allowed  the study  of  the  transformation  of  the  interface  at  the  beginning  of  the
first electrochemical  cycle,  indicating  that  the big  irreversible  loss during  the  first  discharge  is closely
related  to the  increase  of  the  amount  of  SnII in  the  amorphous  interface.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

össbauer spectroscopy

. Introduction

The interest in substituting graphite as the anodic material in
ithium-ion batteries has risen since the announcement of the Fuji-
lm amorphous tin-based composite oxide (ATCO) made in 1997
1]. These composites showed an acceptable cyclability but a very
ast capacity fading down to values equal to 1/3 of that of graphite
372 mAh  g−1) [2].

More recently, new composites based on tin were proposed, in
hich the metal has been nanostructured, carbon coated, carbon

nrobed, nanotube encapsulated or used to produce Sn–M binary
lloys (where M can be Sb, Co, Fe, etc.) with excellent electro-
hemical performances [3].  Among these new materials, our group
as proposed a tin metal composite where tin is dispersed into

 buffer matrix. In these materials, the key factors for the matrix
o be effective are: (i) possibility to chemically react with Sn in

rder to establish a conductive interface assuring the material cohe-
ion, (ii) capacity to accommodate the additional volume produced
y the typical volume expansion of tin during the Li–Sn alloying
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orenzo.stievano@univ-montp2.fr (L. Stievano).
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process and (iii) lightness relative to the metal not to affect the
theoretical and effective capacity of the final composite material.
Among other possible candidates, BPO4 [4–7] Na–B–POx glass [6]
and CaSiO3 [4,8] have proven to be interesting matrixes for tin
based composites.

For these materials, the thorough physico-chemical description
of the synthesis process, involving the formation of a tin–matrix
interface containing characteristic divalent tin species, is essen-
tial for the production of better and more optimized anodic
materials. In this paper, an improved model of the tin–matrix
interface in Sn–BPO4 is proposed compared to the one previously
proposed by Aboulaich et al. [5] on the basis of new informa-
tion gathered mainly by Mössbauer spectroscopy (in situ and
operando) on novel materials prepared using different reaction
times.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The Sn[BPO4]0.4 composite was prepared by a two-steps solid

state reaction method. In a first step, BPO4 was  synthesized from
equimolar amounts of NH4H2PO4 and H3BO3 (both from Acros
Organics). The starting materials were ground in an agate mortar
and placed in an alumina crucible. De-ionized water was added in

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2011.01.091
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:iguanasornione@libero.it
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rder to form a homogeneous white paste which was heated in a
urnace to 380 ◦C for about 13 h.

In the second step, BPO4 was mixed with Sn powder (Aldrich) in
he desired molar ratio. This mixture was heated in a vitreous car-
on vessel inside a horizontal tube furnace to 500 ◦C in a constant
ow of high purity nitrogen gas and was then rapidly quenched to
oom temperature by removing the vessel from the furnace. It must
e noted that similar syntheses performed in a flow of high purity
r, 5% H2/Ar or 5% H2/N2 lead to virtually identical materials (data
ot shown). Final grinding at room temperature gives the final grey
omposite powder.

Several samples were synthesized using the same batch of BPO4
s the starting material but varying the reaction time between 1 and
8 h (cf. Fig. 2).

.2. Methods

The samples were characterized by X-ray powder diffraction
XRD) using a PHILIPS Gonio diffractometer. The pattern was
ecorded in the Bragg–Brentano �–2� continuous mode using CuK�

adiation (� = 1.5418 Å).
119Sn transmission Mössbauer spectra (TMS) were recorded

ith both source and absorber at room temperature in the constant
cceleration mode using components manufactured by ORTEC and
ISSEL and a source of Ca119mSnO3 with a nominal activity of

70 MBq. The velocity scale was calibrated with the magnetically
plit sextet spectrum of a high-purity �-Fe foil as the refer-
nce absorber, using a 57Co(Rh) source. The spectra were fitted
ith appropriate combinations of Lorentzian profiles by the least-

quares method using the ISOfit program [9],  and the goodness
f fits was controlled by a classical �2-test. Hyperfine parameters
uch as isomer shift (ı), quadrupole splitting (�), relative reso-
ance area of the sub-spectra (S.F.) and effective molar fractions
E.F.) calculated taking into account the Lamb–Mössbauer factors of
he observed tin species are reported in Table 1 All isomer shifts are
iven with respect to the room temperature spectrum of BaSnO3.

Electrochemical tests were carried out on standard SwagelokTM

ells built with a cathode containing 90 wt% Sn–BPO4 composite
ample and 10 wt% carbon black electronic conductor, pure lithium
etal as the anode, and 1 M LiPF6 in a mixture of propylene carbon-

te (PC), ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC)
ith a molar ratio of 1:1:3 as the electrolyte. The complete cells,

chematized as follows

i
∣
∣1 M LiPF6 in PC : EC : DMC(1 : 1 : 3)

∣
∣Sn[BPO4]0.4

ere assembled in an argon-filled glove box. The cells were tested
sing a VMP® system (Bio-Logic) in the galvanostatic mode with

 0.01–1.2 V vs. Li+/Li0 potential window at C/5 rate (a C/n  rate
xpresses the equivalent current density necessary for the reac-
ion of 1 mol  of Li+ per mole of active material in n hours. A C/5 rate
epresents the current density necessary for the reaction of 1 mol
f Li+ per mole of active material in 5 h).

The detailed investigation of the composite material during
ycling by operando 119Sn Mössbauer spectroscopy was  made
ossible by the development of a specific electrochemical cell
llowing the measurement of the Mössbauer spectra during the
eaction vs. Li metal. This cell is the adaptation of an electro-
hemical cell formerly developed for operando X-ray diffraction
nd X-ray absorption spectroscopy [10] studies. In order to
llow the registration of a sufficient number of spectra with
n acceptable signal-to-noise ratio, the operando electrochemi-

al cell was employed using the same VMP® system under the
ame experimental conditions employed for normal Swagelok
ells, but using instead a C/30 rate (1 mol  of Li reacted in 30 h).
n this way, a spectrum could be registered in a 3 h period
Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of the reference Sn[BPO4]0.4 composite material
obtained with a reaction time of 7 h (up) and detail of the XRD patterns of the
composites obtained at different reaction times (down).

thus corresponding to the reaction of 0.1 mol  of Li per mole of
tin.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Sn[BPO4]0.4 composites: effect of the reaction time on the
composition

The XRD patterns of the reference composite material obtained
with a reaction time of 7 h and of the other composites with the
same composition but prepared at different reaction times are
shown in Fig. 1 (up and down, respectively).

The diffraction patterns observed for all the composites are
those of pure �-Sn and BPO4. Indexation and cell parameters
determination were performed elsewhere [7].  In the enlargements
reported in Fig. 1, it is possible to discern the influence of the reac-
tion time on the resulting composite obtained with a reaction time
of 7 h. When the reaction time does not exceed 3.5 h, BPO4 and �-Sn
reflections vary only slightly in intensity and are always at the same
positions, indicating a very partial chemical reaction between the
two  components. At increasing reaction times, both sets of reflec-
tions decrease progressively in intensity even if positions remain
virtually unchanged. After 28 h, the diffraction lines of both com-
ponents are very difficult to identify and the tin (2 0 0) reflection

is totally lost. Note that patterns in Fig. 1 (down) are plotted using
the same intensity scale.

The 119Sn Mössbauer spectra of the samples obtained after dif-
ferent reaction times are shown in Fig. 2, while the corresponding
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Table 1
119Sn Mössbauer parameters at room temperature for the Sn[BPO4]0.4 prepared with different reaction times.

Sample Tin species ı [mm  s−1] � [mm  s−1] S.F. [%] E.F. [%]

�-Sn (Aldrich) Sn0 2.54(2) 0.24(4) 100 100
1  h Sn0 2.55(2) 0.36(2) 61(2) 73

SnII 3.29(3) 1.66(5) 39(2) 27
3.5  h Sn0 2.55(2) 0.36(2) 48(2) 61

SnII 3.28(2) 1.71(3) 52(2) 39
7  h Sn0 2.55(2) 0.36(2) 42(1) 56

SnII 3.22(1) 1.70(2) 58(1) 44
10  h Sn0 2.55(2) 0.36(2) 38(1) 51

SnII 3.22(1) 1.68(2) 62(1) 49
14  h Sn0 2.55(2) 0.36(2) 32(1) 45

SnII 3.25(1) 1.73(2) 68(1) 55
20  h Sn0 2.55(2) 0.36(2) 31(2) 44

SnII 3.29(2) 1.71(3) 69(2) 56
28  h Sn0 2.55(2) 0.36(2) 14(1) 22

SnII 3.32(1) 

Fig. 2. Room temperature 119Sn Mössbauer spectra of the Sn[BPO4]0.4 composites
at  increasing reaction times.
1.67(2) 86(1) 78

hyperfine parameters are listed in Table 1. In agreement with the
X-ray diffraction patterns, the Mössbauer spectra of the composite
materials show a net decrease in relative intensity of the spectral
component representing tin metal with increasing reaction times.
This decrease corresponds to the emergence of a new spectral
component with hyperfine parameters typical of SnII [11–15],  and
previously attributed to divalent tin species formed at the interface
between the tin metal particles and the BPO4 matrix [4–8,16,17].
As already specified in the previous publications, the formation of
divalent tin is rather unexpected, since this reaction occurs in flow-
ing N2, in the absence of oxygen. In order to better understand
this result, the reaction was  repeated several times in an alterna-
tive atmosphere (in flowing Ar, 5% H2/Ar, and 5% H2/N2), producing
practically the same result (data not shown). Even though the exact
species that is reduced allowing the formation of SnII could not
be identified, it can be observed that the formation of divalent
tin always goes along with the amorphisation of BPO4 during the
annealing step at 500 ◦C, leading to the formation of a glass-like
phase. This result suggests that divalent tin can only be formed by
the reaction of tin metal with the borophosphate matrix.

It must be noted that the redox potentials of the different species
involved in the solid state reaction at 500 ◦C, i.e.,  borate, phosphate
and tin, are unknown and difficult to establish [18], and thus a pre-
cise chemical reaction involving a simple phosphate and/or borate
reduction cannot be written. However, it must be noticed that, on
the one hand, boron can adopt both a three or four fold coordination
environment in borates (boron polyoxoanions), affording greater
variety in redox potential adjustment [19]. On the other hand, an
increasing reducibility of borate species are known to occur at rel-
atively high potentials in borate glass melts at high temperatures
[20]. Species such as borates (but similar consideration can possibly
be advanced for phosphates, which can be reduced to phosphites)
might thus be responsible for the reduction of tin under our reaction
conditions.

Finally, the formation of borophosphate glasses goes along with
the formation of ring-like structures carrying a delocalized nega-
tive charge, including both borate and phosphate species [21,22].
It cannot be excluded that the formation of such very stable mixed
species is the driving force allowing for the oxidation of tin.

Considering that the hyperfine parameters of the metallic tin
component are not expected to vary sensibly with the reaction
time, a specific fitting procedure of the Mössbauer spectra has been
employed along this series of samples: the spectra have been fitted

all at the same time, and the parameters of tin metal were allowed
to vary in the same way in all the spectra while the divalent tin
parameter were left free to vary independently (Table 2). This pro-
cedure allows one to better describe the tin metal component when
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Table 2
Summary of the electrochemical behavior of selected Sn[BPO4]0.4 composites (cf.
Fig. 5).

Synthesis time 1st cycle loss 1st cycle capacity (mAh g−1)

1 h 1.3 Li+ (35%) 608
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Fig. 4. Model of the Sn[BPO4]0.4 composite material schematizing the formation

posites obtained at different reaction times from 1 h to 28 h is
reported in Fig. 5, whereas the electrochemical behavior after the
7  h 1.6 Li (32%) 799
14 h 1.7 Li+ (48%) 563
28 h 2.2 Li+ (51%) 721

t is very weak in intensity and difficult to localize with precision,
nd consequently to reduce the error in the determination of the
yperfine parameters of the divalent tin spectral component and
f the relative resonance areas of the two species. In addition, a
aussian distribution of isomer shifts with correlated quadrupole
plittings was employed to fit the component representing diva-
ent tin in the amorphous interface; as already observed for tin
ontaining glasses, tin is expected to be present in a variety of coor-
ination environments not very different among them, giving rise
o a noticeable line broadening and to the appearance of a slight
symmetry of the Mössbauer doublet.

The results of this fit give SnII components with virtually the
ame hyperfine parameters for all spectra and increasing intensity
elative to the metallic tin component, which becomes very weak
n the samples obtained with long reaction times (>20 h). These
yperfine parameters are not very different from those observed

or divalent tin in borophosphate glasses with average composition
SnO)0.6(B2O3)0.19(P2O5)0.19 (J. Chouvin et J.-C. Jumas, unpublished
ata). Since both isomer shift and quadrupole splitting are rather
ensitive to the divalent tin content in the glass phase, this results
hows that the coordination of tin in the interface is rather homo-
eneous, and that the local concentration of tin in the interface does
ot vary significantly throughout the advancement of the reaction.

Taking into account the Lamb–Mössbauer factors at room tem-
erature of the two tin species, previously determined in Refs.
7,23] (f = 0.07 and 0.12 for tin metal and divalent tin in the
nterface, respectively), one obtains directly their relative atomic
bundances, which are reported in Fig. 3 against the reaction time.

 progressive increase of the relative amount of the SnII species is
bserved, reaching 71% of the total tin content after 28 h of reac-
ion. Considering that in this last sample the borophosphate matrix
as almost completely reacted with tin, as shown by the X-ray
iffraction results, and taking into account the uncertainty in the

alues of the Lamb–Mössbauer factors for the badly defined diva-
ent tin species, this final composition agrees reasonably well with
he observed hyperfine parameters of the divalent tin component.
his last sample can thus be considered as a composite made of a

ig. 3. Variation of the effective fraction in the Sn0 and SnII content in Sn[BPO4]0.4

omposites with the reaction time. The lines are meant as a guide to the eye.
of  a Sn–BPO4 interface between the tin metal particles and the BPO4 matrix. The
increasing and decreasing arrows relative to the Sn species represent the increasing
reaction time.

small amount of tin metal and a larger fraction of purely amorphous
ATCO-type compound.

By combining the results of X-ray diffraction, showing a
decrease of the tin metal content and of the crystalline borophos-
phate with reaction time, and the Mössbauer data revealing a
simultaneous increase of the amount of divalent tin in the amor-
phous phase, a new model of the structure of the composite
emphasizing the presence of an amorphous interface between the
tin metal particles and the buffer matrix can be proposed (cf. Fig. 4.)

3.2. Electrochemical behavior of the Sn[BPO4]0.4 composites

3.2.1. General electrochemical response
The galvanostatic response against lithium metal at C/5 (one

lithium inserted each 5 h) of four representative Sn[BPO4]0.4 com-
first cycle for all the studied samples are summarized in Table 2.

Fig. 5. Galvanostatic cycling curves at C/5 for the Sn[BPO4]0.4 composites obtained
with reaction times of 1 h, 7 h, 14 h and 28 h in the potential window between 0.0
and 1.2 V vs. Li+/Li0.
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ig. 6. Evolution of the operando 119Sn Mössbauer spectra at room temperature with
he amount of reacted Li+.

The first discharge process against lithium metal of the differ-
nt composites is rather similar, showing in the first part of the
ischarge (between 0 and about 1 inserted Li) a certain number of
hort plateaus at different potentials between 1.5 and 0.5 V against
i+/Li0. These signals are followed by a very long plateau which
ontinues until the complete discharge. The length of this plateau
aries sensibly with the reaction time employed for preparing the
omposite, and is the longest for the sample prepared at 7 h, which
pparently allows the insertion of the largest amount of lithium
mong the prepared samples. With increasing reaction time, a pro-

ressive shortening of the typical Li–Sn reaction plateau is then
bserved.

ig. 7. Zoom of the first galvanostatic discharge curve of Sn[BPO4]0.4 composite
t  C/30 rate together with the variation of the relative amounts of the tin species.
ercentages obtained from the relative areas of the Mössbauer subspectra corrected
y the Lamb–Mössbauer factor according to the procedure detailed in Ref. [7].
urces 196 (2011) 6644– 6650

The length of the long plateau below 0.5 V, which corresponds to
the progressive formation of the Li–Sn alloys, probably depends on
the accessibility of tin metal to accept the insertion of Li; in fact,
Li insertion occurs only when an electrical connection between
the Sn particles and the current collector exists. In this case, the
transformation of part of the pristine crystalline matrix into a Sn(II)-
containing amorphous interface by reaction with a small portion of
tin metal seems to stabilize the tin metal particle, strongly improv-
ing the electronic conductivity between tin metal particles and the
electric circuit. Too short reaction times produce samples contain-
ing not enough glassy matrix, and thus poor conductivity, leaving a
significant portion of the tin metal particles electrochemically inac-
tive. Too long reaction times, on the other hand, transform a too
large portion of the tin into Sn(II), and the subsequent reduction
produces large and badly connected tin metal particles.

It is worth noting that a plateau at 1.3 V, commonly assigned
to the reduction of divalent tin to tin metal, is observed only in
the sample heated for 7 h, and it is not observed in the samples
heated for longer times and thus containing more divalent tin, as
previously shown by Mössbauer spectroscopy (vide supra). This dis-
crepancy can be explained by the fact that the reduction of divalent
tin is not only observed on a biphasic plateau, but continues reg-
ularly down to about 0.6 V together with other reactions (namely,
reaction with the electrolyte leading to the formation of the SEI
layer and beginning of formation of the Li–Sn alloys), as it will be
shown by the detailed operando study of this part of the discharge
for the sample prepared with a reaction time of 7 h (vide infra, Sec-
tion 3.2.2). This fact is not surprising, considering that the reduction
of tin goes along with its extrusion from the amorphous matrix to
form metal particles, which might induce a variable polarization of
the discharge curve depending on the depth of the extrusion pro-
cess. The amount of Li irreversibly lost for reducing SnII is better
reflected by the irreversible capacity measured at the end of the
first charge/discharge cycle. In fact, this value increases regularly
with the reaction time, and correlates rather well with the increase
in divalent tin content in the starting composite.

During the following electrochemical cycles, the typical well-
defined potential curve with different plateaus is observed. This
curve, which can be interpreted in terms of formation/reaction of a
series of Li–Sn compositions by comparing the experimental data
to the ab initio calculated potential for each system [24,25], begins
to lose in definition starting from the sample obtained with a reac-
tion time of 14 h, to become an almost smooth curve after 28 h of
reaction.

In summary, the sample obtained with a reaction time of 7 h
provides the best delivered capacity, i.e.,  the best electrochemi-
cal accessibility of the tin metal. At the same time, this sample
presents a still acceptable first-cycle loss, and offers thus the best
compromise in terms of global electrochemical performances. In
the following section, the chemical mechanisms occurring during
the first part of the first discharge (from 0 to about 1.2 Li reacted
per mole of Sn in the sample) of this sample are investigated in
detail by operando Mössbauer spectroscopy, in order to understand
more precisely the nature of the processes related to the first-cycle
irreversible loss of this family of materials.

3.2.2. Study of the 0 → 1.2 reacted Li region by operando
Mössbauer spectroscopy

In order to obtain a sufficient number of spectra to describe in
detail the different parts of the discharge, the operando cell was dis-
charged at C/30, i.e.,  a speed noticeably lower than the one used for
the normal electrochemical characterization of the samples (C/5)

in standard Swagelok cells. However, the shapes of the electro-
chemical curves obtained at the two  speeds are virtually identical,
showing the same electrochemical plateaus at very similar values
of electrochemical potentials. The evolution of the 119Sn Mössbauer
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ig. 8. Total resonance areas of the Mössbauer spectra in the region 0 → 1.2 reacted
i+ during the first galvanostatic discharge of Sn[BPO4]0.4 composite.

pectra during this first part of the discharge are shown in Fig. 6. The
wo main effects observed in this series of spectra is the rapid fading
f the peak centered at about 4 mm s−1, belonging to the doublet
epresenting divalent tin, which is completely suppressed after the
eaction of 0.6 mol  of Li+ per mole of electrode material and the
ubsequent increase of the total resonance area of the Mössbauer
pectra with the amount of reacted Li+.

Besides, also the electrochemical curve of the 0 → 1.2 reacted
i region for the Sn[BPO4]0.4 composite prepared with a reaction
ime of 7 h can be divided in two parts: the first one, going from 0
o 0.6 mol  of reacted Li+ per mole of electrode material, is shown in
ig. 7 together with the relative amounts of divalent and metallic
in. The latter were calculated from the relative resonance areas
f the respective Mössbauer spectral components and taking into
ccount the appropriate Lamb–Mössbauer factors [7,23].

An almost linear decrease of the relative amount of SnII is
bserved, starting from the very beginning of the discharge. The
nII disappears completely between 0.5 and 0.6 mol  of Li+ per mole
f electrode material at about 0.8 V against Li+/Li0. It is interesting
o notice that, starting for a relative amount of 37% of SnII in the
ample, 0.55 Li are necessary to completely reduce it into metallic
in. Since the divalent tin is, experimentally, completely reduced
fter the reaction of 0.6 mol  of Li+ per mole of electrode material,
he reaction of Li with divalent tin is by far the dominant reaction
uring this part of the discharge, consuming most of the reacted Li.

The existence of two small plateaus (1.5 and 1.0 V vs. Li+/Li0,
espectively), agrees well with previous results on amorphous tin
omposite oxides [16,26]. Essentially, Robert et al. [16], on the basis
f an extensive Mössbauer study of an ATCO-type material, suggest
hat in this part of the discharge Li reduces the divalent tin, which
s thus extruded from the amorphous interface as tin metal. The Li+

ations formed during the reduction, known to be good glass net-
ork modifiers [27], substitute the divalent tin in the amorphous

lass matrix, coordinating to oxide anions of the modified B–O–P
etwork. The process continues down to about 0.8 V, where the

ithium also reacts with the electrolyte, contributing to the forma-
ion of the solid electrolyte interface at the composite electrode.

After the reaction of 0.6 mol  of Li+ per mole of electrode mate-
ial, a plateau appears at about 0.5 V vs. Li+/Li0, corresponding to
he beginning of the transformation of metallic tin into Li2Sn5 and
iSn [25]. This transformation can be followed by Mössbauer spec-

+
roscopy starting from 0.6 reacted mole of Li per mole of electrode
aterial (Fig. 6), allowing one to follow the gradual vanishing of the

arrow unresolved doublet centered at 2.56 mm s−1 of tin metal,
nd the simultaneous appearance of the components of the Li–Sn

[

[

urces 196 (2011) 6644– 6650 6649

compositions. This phenomenon continues after 1.2 reacted Li, with
the formation of a mixture of Li-rich phases (not shown).

The whole transformation of the tin species into Li–Sn composi-
tions can be easily visualized by the evolution of the total resonance
area of the Mössbauer spectra as a function of the reacted lithium
amount, which is shown in Fig. 8.

In fact, the total resonance area of a given species depends
on both its concentration and its relative Lamb–Mössbauer fac-
tor; therefore, a reduction of the resonance area of a sample with
constant tin concentration (as is the case here) reflects the transfor-
mation of a species characterized by a high Lamb–Mössbauer factor
into a new species with a relatively lower one, and vice versa.

In the first part of the reaction, a gradual attenuation of the
total resonance area is observed, in agreement with the reduc-
tion of divalent tin into tin metal: in fact, divalent tin has a
Lamb–Mössbauer factor about 1.8 times higher than that of metallic
tin [7,23].  Considering that also the different tin alloys have increas-
ing Lamb–Mössbauer factors with the Li content, the minimum of
the total resonance area, measured at about 0.5 reacted Li, corre-
sponds well to the presence of almost only metallic tin. This result
is in good agreement with the previously described mechanism,
indicating that the formation of different tin compositions starts
immediately after the complete reduction of SnII.

4. Conclusions

The structure and the electrochemical mechanisms occurring
at the interface phase existing between tin metal particle and
borophosphate matrix in Sn–BPO4 composite materials have been
studied by operando Mössbauer spectroscopy. The results of this
study show that the amount of interface, as well as its influence
on its electrochemical behavior of the whole composite against Li
metal, depends upon the reaction time between the matrix and the
metal precursors, substantiating the previously proposed model
[5].

Even though all composites obtained between 1 and 28 h of reac-
tion show electrochemical activity, the best electrochemical results
are obtained for the Sn[BPO4]0.4 composite prepared with a reac-
tion time of 7 h sample, which shows interesting characteristics for
the use as a negative electrode in future Li-ion cells.
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